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Introduction
1.

This Statement has been prepared by Dominic Lawson Bespoke Planning on behalf of
Welbeck Strategic Land LLP (hereafter “Welbeck”). Welbeck has land interests at
Hacket Farm, Morton Way South, Thornbury.

2.

Welbeck is also party to a joint statement with other omission site promoters, which
has been submitted separately by Barton Willmore, with input from us.
Question 1: Whether the additional dwellings the Council has identified (594) are
valid sites which are potentially deliverable in the first five years of the plan
period and do not result in double counting of other sources e.g. windfall
allowances.

3.

It is vital that the Core Strategy provides the widest possible choice and range of sites
to ensure delivery. There is considerable risk and optimism in the Council’s figures
and therefore a high probability that one year after the Core Strategy has been adopted,
the first annual monitoring report will reveal that less than the expected amount of
housing has been delivered, thus increasing the annualised requirement to be delivered
in the (ever-shortening) remainder of the plan period. The five year housing shortfall
will thus only increase, while the supply will not, leading to the need to permit more
(new) sites. The Council has implored the Inspector to prevent this, and therefore it is
necessary to allocate additional sites to provide a robust and deliverable five year land
supply at adoption, not a hopelessly hopeful one.

4.

Welbeck does not agree that the sites identified by the Council are deliverable within
the first five years of the plan period. The Council consistently overestimates its 5-year
housing supply resulting in consistent under-delivery. For example, when comparing
projections in the 2009 AMR with the current AMR projections. Table 2 of the 2012
AMR identifies additional sites for delivery in the first five years of the plan, however,
as can be seen in Table 1 below, these sites have been identified since at least 2009 for
delivery in previous five year periods but have not been delivered.
Table 1: Smaller Sites counted in previous and current 5-year supply
Site

AMR 2009
5-year supply
18 (13/14)

AMR 2012 Table 1
5-year supply
0

Southway Drive
Warmely
Stanbridge Rd

28 (11/12-12/13)

28 (12/13-13-14)

12 (14/15)

0

Kingswood Trading
Estate*

57 (10/11-12/13)

0

Rotunda Club*
BSG Staple Hill*

14 (12/13)
14 (11/12)

0
0

Former Lime works

Comments
18 later in plan, original
application 2002
Original application for
outline consent 2001
11 later in plan
Original application 2007
57 later in plan
Applications date from
2005

14 later in plan
2007 application won on
appeal
Newnham Place
12 (12/13)
10 (14/15)
No application historic
consent not implemented
Oaktree Avenue
55 (11/12/12-13)
0
56 later in plan
2010 application withdrawn
Total
210
38
170
*these sites are identified on table 2 of the AMR 2012 as deliverable in years 1-5 contradicting the
information in Table 1 of the AMR.
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Sites identified in the current 5-year supply (AMR 2012) also include Local Plan
allocations yet to commence (see Table 2).

Table 2: Local Plan Allocations yet to commence
Site

Local Plan
Allocation
345

AMR 2009
5-year supply
(10/11-14/15)
347

Actual
Delivery to
date
0

AMR 2012
5-year supply
(12/13-16/17)
256

S of Douglas Rd
Emersons Green

2,000

754

0

1,400

Waterworks site

65

75

0

0

East of
Coldharbour Lane

500

312

0

262

Land at Harry
Stoke
Total

1,200

468

0

468

4,110

1,956

0

2,386

6.

Comments
78 later in plan
S106 yet to be
confirmed
1,150 later in plan
No current
application
20/21 start
Application to
extend consent
(determination
date extended to
Jan 31st)
238 later in plan
No current
application
732 later in plan

The above tables indicate that the Council’s approach to 5-year housing supply is very
questionable. Previous Local Plan allocations are still undelivered and the completion
projection for these sites is being annually pushed back. There is no evidence to
conclude that the proposed five year supply, comprising as it does these same old
recycled sites, is more deliverable than previous projections. The Council’s history of
delivery is a repeatedly poor one and their assurances do not allow confidence.
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7.

Table 3 below illustrates housing completions (orange) against projections in the AMR 2008-12. The table also indicates the vast discrepancies
between projections and completions which increase the further ahead the forecast – there is constant over-forecasting and constant under-delivery.
This can be seen when comparing the projections for 2008-2012.
YEAR

AMR 2008

2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

1003
921
1043
1516
1571
1475
1620
1300
1300
1150
1150

Discrepancy
projection v
delivery

AMR 2009

-5
-301
-802
-648

916
608
995
1339
1604
1476
1694
1453
1679
1647

Table 3: AMR housing projections

Discrepancy
projection v
delivery

AMR 2010

134
-281
-446

742
850
988
1310
1507
1620
1584
1471
1602

Discrepancy
projection v
delivery

-136
-65

AMR 2011

714
934
889
1266
1577
1592
1617
1663

Discrepancy
projection v
delivery

-11

AMR 2012

923
899
1023
1558
1928
1976
1876

Difference
between
2008 and
2012
projections
-5
-301
-802
-648
-576
-597
+258
+628
+826
+726

8.

The following tables are taken from the AMRs 2008-2012 and illustrate that the bulk of
housing delivery is each year pushed further back in the plan period as a result of
under-delivery and over-optimistic five year forecasts.
Current
5-yr
period

AMR 2008

AMR 2009

AMR 2010

AMR 2011
Constantly delayed boost
in housing delivery, even
though 5-yr supply claimed
each year, same old sites
being recycled forward

AMR 2012
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Overall, the evidence indicates that the Council will not be able to deliver the identified
additional sites in the five year period. Morton Way South, however, is immediately
deliverable, as well as being suitable and sustainable.
Question 2: The relative merits of various sites at a number of locations including
(in no particular order) Thornbury, Yate/Chipping Sodbury, Severnside and the
East and North Fringes. Factors to consider include the degree of coherence with
the Plan’s vision and spatial strategy, site capacity, deliverability, having regard
to constraints including infrastructure provision and transport connections and
how effectively the site could be assimilated into the existing settlement pattern.

10.

Thornbury is a sustainable location but requires additional development to address
falling school rolls and to maintain and enhance the viability and vitality of the town
centre. The Council has identified the town as an area for growth. Primary school rolls
have dropped dramatically in the last few years leading to reduced capacity and
classroom closures.

11.

Morton Way South was identified by the previous Local Plan Inspector as the most
sustainable and preferable site for development in Thornbury.

12.

Morton Way South fits well into Thornbury in terms of landscape. It would fit well
into the landform being located below the 80m contour which encloses the town to the
east. It is not Green Belt and does not compromise any landscape feature, woodland or
character area.

13.

Development at Morton Way South will not adversely affect any designated or
undesignated heritage assets. The settings of the two listed and one locally listed
buildings to the north of the site in Hacket Lane will be preserved.

14.

The site has excellent transport connections with three bus stops adjacent to the site
boundary. Existing vehicular accesses to the site could be utilised. Development here
would take advantage of the existing infrastructure located in Morton Way. Morton
Way South is well located for ease of access to employment areas, shopping and leisure
facilities within Thornbury, thereby minimising car journeys. The attached note from
Cannon Consulting Engineers demonstrates that allocation of Morton Way South, in
tandem with Morton Way North (Bloor) and Park Farm would be sustainable and
deliver added benefits, in both transport and flood risk terms.

15.

Primary schools are within walking distance of the site and development here would
address the falling school rolls in Thornbury. The secondary school is easily accessed
by walking or cycling taking advantage of the existing network of pedestrian and cycle
routes.

16.

Sustainable drainage systems would incorporate wetland areas and swales containing
run-off within the site creating a more ecologically diverse area than currently exists.

17.

Development of Morton Way South, Park Farm and Morton Way North together would
create a comprehensive and balanced extension to the town, which would be legible to
residents and at the same time, protect the historic western edge of the town and setting
of the High Street.

18.

Development would preserve and enhance the visual and biodiversity character of the
site.
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19.

Morton Way South is immediately deliverable and easily accessed. It is visually
enclosed and will not create pressures difficult to resist elsewhere in South Glos.

20.

To date, we have been suggesting that the site at Morton Way South could deliver up to
500 homes, keeping away from higher ground and with buffers to the woodland – our
previous representations have set out the details. In response to the Inspector’s request
to look specifically at delivery in the first five years of the plan, we would like to
provide the option of allocation of part of the Morton Way South site, which would
deliver 140 homes in the current five year period (to 31 March 2017) or 220 homes if
the five year period is to be rolled forward one year to be 1 April 2013-31 March 2018.
The total quantum of housing would be 220 dwellings, delivered in the following
timescale:

21.

•

Year 1 (from 1 April 2013): outline planning application submitted and approved
towards the end of the year. This application is at an advanced stage right now:
all technical work has been undertaken (EIA screening opinion obtained from
South Glos Council (no EIA required), three rounds of public consultation
including design workshop, full ecology and protected species surveys, traffic
counts and transport assessment, discussions with bus operator, drainage and
flood risk assessment, heritage assessment, landscape assessment, detailed
masterplan prepared by Gaunt Francis Architects).

•

Year 2: reserved matters submitted and approved; site infrastructure mobilised
and commenced (there are no off-site infrastructure requirements for Morton
Way South, with road access, utilities and sewer connections at the site
boundary). Commencement of construction of homes, with two construction
teams on-site (two market outlets, with potential for a third team delivering
affordable housing direct).

•

Year 3: completion of first homes and continuation of construction with three
teams, as well as completion of site infrastructure, landscaping, open space, etc.
Homes ready for occupation: 60.

•

Year 4 (ending 31 March 2017): homes ready for occupation: 80.

•

Year 5 (ending 31 March 2018): homes ready for occupation: 80.

The form of development for a scheme of 220 homes is shown on the revised
illustrative masterplan below. This would form a complete development that would fit
well with the town and complement the other schemes being allocated.
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Morton Way South - Aerial Perspective
2374/16/H

To conclude, Morton Way South represents an opportunity for the South Glos to not
only address its historic undersupply of housing but will address in Thornbury the
falling school rolls and rebalance the population which is aging. Development will
Imagery supplied by Bluesky International Limited ©
Geoperspectives

•
•

deliver much needed housing for Thornbury and South Glos;
deliver affordable housing for Thornbury;
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generate jobs; and
contribute to the long-term prosperity of Thornbury.
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LAND%SOUTH%OF%MORTON%WAY,%THORNBURY,%GLOUS.%
%
CORE%STRATEGY%REPRESENTATIONS%ON%BEHALF%OF%WELBECK%STRATEGIC%LAND%
%
HIGHWAYS,)TRANSPORT)AND)FLOOD)RISK)UPDATE)NOTE%
%
FEBRUARY%2013%
%
Highways)and)Access)
%
1.
During% the% Core% Strategy% process% no% significant% congestion% problems% have% been%
identified%in%Thornbury%and%there%have%been%no%‘in%principle’%Highways%Agency%or%Local%
Highway% Authority% objections% to% the% CS% development% options% at% Park% Farm,% Morton%
Way%North%and%Morton%Way%South.%%
%
2.
The%transport%aspirations,%aims%and%objectives%for%South%Gloucestershire,%set%out%in%the%
Joint% Local% Transport% Plan% No.3% (JLTP3% X% Examination% Document% EB% 47),% inform% the%
2011% Sustainability% Appraisal% (SA).% The% Atkins% May% 2012% transport% modeling% reports%
(RD41,%RD42,%RD43%and%RD44)%then%provide%background%evidence%to%support%the%SA.%
The%findings%of%Atkins%reports%support%the%above%'in%principle'%view.%
%
3.
Morton% Way% is% currently% a% distributor% road% with% single% sided% development% access.% It%
would%be%efficient%use%of%this%existing%infrastructure%if%it%were%to%serve%development%on%
both%sides%of%the%road.%Park%Farm%adds% 295/252%twoXway%AM/PM%peak%hour%trips%to%
Morton%Way%and%the%development%would%improve%the%junction%of%Butt%Lane/Morton%
Way/Gloucester%Road.%Morton%Way%North%adds%268/229%twoXway%AM/PM%peak%hour%
trips% to% Morton% Way% and% the% development% TA% identifies% the% need% to% improve% the%
junctions% of% Butt% Lane/Morton% Way/Gloucester% Road% and% Grovesend% Road/A38(T).% A%
development% of% 400% dwellings% at% Morton% Way% South% would% add% 350/305% twoXway%
AM/PM%peak%hour%trips%to%Morton%Way.%The%measured%traffic%flows%on%Morton%Way%
are%519%twoXway%AM%peak%and%368%twoXway%PM%peak%(2010%surveys).%
%
4.
Traffic%modeling%work%shows%that%Morton%Way%would%not%experience%significant%peak%
hour%congestion%due%to%the%cumulative%traffic%effects%of%these%three%developments.%To%
mitigate%potential%increased%queuing%at%the%junction%of%Grovesend%Road%and%the%A38,%
development% at% Morton% Way% South% could% contribute% to% the% implementation% of%
SCOOT/MOVA%(or%other%capacity%enhancing%techniques)%at%this%junction,%to%the%benefit%
of%trunk%road%traffic%and%the%wider%community.%%%
%
Public)Transport)
%
5.
The%First%Bus%routes%309%and%310%provide%a%good%half%hourly%bus%service%from%Morton%
Way% along% the% A38% corridor% to% Bristol.% LTP3% (2011)% seeks% to% extend% the% current% A38%
‘showcase’% bus% route% northwards% from% Aztec% West% to% Thornbury,% with% high% quality%
vehicles,% improved% bus% shelters,% better% bus% stop% infrastructure% and% real% time%
information.%
%%
6.
Cumulatively,% the% critical% mass% of% the% above% three% developments% would% generate%
additional% patronage% to% improve% the% commercial% viability% of%the% 309/310% bus% service%
and% development% [at% Morton% Way% South]% could% provide% funding% to% help% deliver% the%

extended% 'showcase'% bus% route% to% Thornbury.% LTP% aspirations% for% transport%
interchange/park%&%ride%proposals%for%Thornbury%could%also%be%considered.%%%
%
7.

Government% funding% approval% in% December% 2011% for% the% £102m% North% Fringe% to%
Hengrove% rapid% transit% package,% will% provide% improved% opportunities% for% travel% to%
Bristol%City%Centre%and%interchange%with%the%309/310%service.%

%
Flood)Risk)
%
8.
SFRA%Flood%Map%shows%that%the%Morton%Way%South%site%has%no%direct%impact%on%Flood%
Zones:% 2,% 3a% or% 3b.% There% are% reported% localised% highway% flooding% problems% along%
Morton%Way%and%at%the%junction%with%Hackett%Lane.%The%development%of%the%Morton%
Way%South%site%could%help%to%resolve%these%localised%flooding%issues.%
%%
%
%
%
Cannon%Consulting%Engineers%
February%2013%

